
 
      
 
 
Pinocchio
 
Dance and audiovisual
 
Tangled in situations renovated from the classic tale, Pinocchio m
enveloping the viewer in a fantasy world full of references, feelings and emotions.
 
3 January 2020
 
 
 
Journey to the center of the earth 
 
Dance and 
 
A sensitive and inner journey, a fantastic adventure. Dance, images, virtual characters, music, and text mix 
together. 
 
19 January 
 
 
 
One day
 
Dance for smallest viewers 
 
Into a forest, among mushrooms that hide surprises, our character is sleeping caressed by a sweet melody…
 
26 January 2020
 

PERFORMANCES 

  Pinocchio
   

Pinocchio (+5 

Dance and audiovisual

Tangled in situations renovated from the classic tale, Pinocchio m
enveloping the viewer in a fantasy world full of references, feelings and emotions.

January 2020

Journey to the center of the earth 

Dance and audiovisual

A sensitive and inner journey, a fantastic adventure. Dance, images, virtual characters, music, and text mix 
together.  

January 2020

One day: 

Dance for smallest viewers 

Into a forest, among mushrooms that hide surprises, our character is sleeping caressed by a sweet melody…

January 2020

PERFORMANCES 

Pinocchio 
  

(+5 years old): 

Dance and audiovisual. 

Tangled in situations renovated from the classic tale, Pinocchio m
enveloping the viewer in a fantasy world full of references, feelings and emotions.

January 2020, at 6.30 p.m.

Journey to the center of the earth 

audiovisual. 

A sensitive and inner journey, a fantastic adventure. Dance, images, virtual characters, music, and text mix 

2020, at 6.00 p.m.

Dance for smallest viewers 

Into a forest, among mushrooms that hide surprises, our character is sleeping caressed by a sweet melody…

January 2020, at 11.00 

PERFORMANCES OF 

   

 

Tangled in situations renovated from the classic tale, Pinocchio m
enveloping the viewer in a fantasy world full of references, feelings and emotions.

p.m., in TEATRE PRINCIPAL DE MAÓ

Journey to the center of the earth (+7 years old)

A sensitive and inner journey, a fantastic adventure. Dance, images, virtual characters, music, and text mix 

p.m., in TEATRE MONUMENTAL

Dance for smallest viewers from 1 to 5 years old

Into a forest, among mushrooms that hide surprises, our character is sleeping caressed by a sweet melody…

 a.m., 12.00

OF ROSELAND MUSICAL 

            

Tangled in situations renovated from the classic tale, Pinocchio m
enveloping the viewer in a fantasy world full of references, feelings and emotions.

TEATRE PRINCIPAL DE MAÓ

(+7 years old)

A sensitive and inner journey, a fantastic adventure. Dance, images, virtual characters, music, and text mix 

TEATRE MONUMENTAL

from 1 to 5 years old

Into a forest, among mushrooms that hide surprises, our character is sleeping caressed by a sweet melody…

, 12.00 a.m.and 5.00

 
ROSELAND MUSICAL 

 
 

           One day  

Tangled in situations renovated from the classic tale, Pinocchio m
enveloping the viewer in a fantasy world full of references, feelings and emotions.

TEATRE PRINCIPAL DE MAÓ

(+7 years old): 

A sensitive and inner journey, a fantastic adventure. Dance, images, virtual characters, music, and text mix 

TEATRE MONUMENTAL

from 1 to 5 years old. 

Into a forest, among mushrooms that hide surprises, our character is sleeping caressed by a sweet melody…

.00 p.m., in 

ROSELAND MUSICAL 

           

Tangled in situations renovated from the classic tale, Pinocchio moves through an animated
enveloping the viewer in a fantasy world full of references, feelings and emotions.

TEATRE PRINCIPAL DE MAÓ (Menorca)

A sensitive and inner journey, a fantastic adventure. Dance, images, virtual characters, music, and text mix 

TEATRE MONUMENTAL (Mataró) 

Into a forest, among mushrooms that hide surprises, our character is sleeping caressed by a sweet melody…

, in SAT! Sant Andreu Teatre

ROSELAND MUSICAL DURING 

                Journey to the center of the earth

oves through an animated
enveloping the viewer in a fantasy world full of references, feelings and emotions.

(Menorca) 

A sensitive and inner journey, a fantastic adventure. Dance, images, virtual characters, music, and text mix 

(Mataró)  

Into a forest, among mushrooms that hide surprises, our character is sleeping caressed by a sweet melody…

SAT! Sant Andreu Teatre

DURING JANUARY

Journey to the center of the earth

oves through an animated 
enveloping the viewer in a fantasy world full of references, feelings and emotions. 

A sensitive and inner journey, a fantastic adventure. Dance, images, virtual characters, music, and text mix 

Into a forest, among mushrooms that hide surprises, our character is sleeping caressed by a sweet melody…

SAT! Sant Andreu Teatre (Barcelona)

JANUARY 

Journey to the center of the earth

 mutant scenery 

A sensitive and inner journey, a fantastic adventure. Dance, images, virtual characters, music, and text mix 

Into a forest, among mushrooms that hide surprises, our character is sleeping caressed by a sweet melody…

(Barcelona) 

 

scenery 

A sensitive and inner journey, a fantastic adventure. Dance, images, virtual characters, music, and text mix 

Into a forest, among mushrooms that hide surprises, our character is sleeping caressed by a sweet melody… 


